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Savi Family Comparison Guide

Active Noise Canceling (ANC)
Technology that reverses surrounding sound waves to cancel low-frequency noise in order to  
isolate and minimize ambient noise the user can hear. 

Acoustic Fence Technology  
Technology that uses a noise-canceling microphone and an additional omni-directional microphone to block 
out background noise. 

Close Conversation Limiting 
Technology that optimizes your voice, while minimizing nearby background noise.

Hi-Fi Stereo
Full-range, dual-channel audio playback capable of frequencies from 20 to more than 20,000 Hz.

Microsoft Teams Certified
For devices to be certified, they need to meet Microsoft’s audio requirements to ensure users get the best 
audio experience, they also must include a dedicated Teams button to instantly bring to the foreground 
Microsoft Teams for streamlined communications.

Narrowband
Frequency range of 300 Hz to 3.4 KHz found within PSTN and mobile voice networks.

SoundGuard DIGITAL 
All the benefits of SoundGuard plus anti-startle protection, which detects and eliminates sudden increases  
in sound, and time-weighted average (TWA) control, which prevents average daily sound exposure from  
exceeding 85 dBA.

Wideband
Frequency range up to 6,800 Hz. Meets TIA-920 standard for genuine wideband response.

TECHNOLOGY LEGEND

SPECIFICATIONS

Savi 8200 Office Series Savi 8200 UC Series Savi 7300 Office Series Savi 7200 Office Series

CONNECTS TO Desk phone + PC + smartphone/tablet PC Desk phone + PC Desk phone

RECOMMENDED FOR Professionals using a variety of 
desk phone, smartphone, and 
PC communication

Remote users who work between 
the office and home looking for a  
semi-portable solution

Professionals using desk phone and 
PC communications

Fixed desk based users looking for 
wireless freedom in the office or 
at home

WEARING STYLE Over-the-head (monaural or stereo), 
convertible

Over-the-head (monaural or stereo), 
convertible

Over-the-head (monaural or stereo) Over-the-head (monaural or binaural)

WIRELESS FREQUENCY DECT™ (Security Certified)
Bluetooth v4.2

DECT™ (Security Certified) DECTTM (Security Certified) 
with 256-AES encryption

DECT™ (Security Certified)

AUDIO PERFORMANCE PC wideband, hi-fi stereo, and active
noise canceling (ANC) (Savi 8220), A2DP, HFP

PC wideband, hi-fi stereo, and active noise
canceling (ANC) (Savi 8220)

PC Wideband, hi-fi stereo Narrowband or wideband (configurable)

HEARING PROTECTION SoundGuard DIGITAL, G616, TWA SoundGuard DIGITAL, G616, TWA SoundGuard DIGITAL, G616, TWA SoundGuard DIGITAL

MICROPHONE NOISE 
REDUCTION

Noise-canceling with close conversation 
limiting

Noise-canceling with close conversation 
limiting

Noise cancelling with Acoustic Fence 
Technology. Meets Microsoft Teams Open 
office requirements

Noise-canceling

CALL CONTROL Call answer/end, mute, volume +/- Call answer/end, mute, volume +/- Call answer/end, mute, volume +/- Call answer/end, mute, volume +/-

MODELS* Standard and Microsoft Teams certified 
versions

Standard and Microsoft Teams certified 
versions

Standard and Microsoft Teams certified 
versions

Standard

*For full list of available models please visit poly.com




